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ABSTRACT
HIP 41378 f is a temperate 9.2 ± 0.1R⊕ planet with period of 542.08 days and an extremely low
density of 0.09 ± 0.02g cm−3. It transits the bright star HIP 41378 (V=8.93), making it an ex-
citing target for atmospheric characterization including transmission spectroscopy. HIP 41378
was monitored photometrically between the dates of 2019 November 19 and November 28.
We detected a transit of HIP 41378 f with NGTS, just the third transit ever detected for this
planet, which confirms the orbital period. This is also the first ground-based detection of a
transit of HIP 41378 f. Additional ground-based photometry was also obtained and used to
constrain the time of the transit. The transit was measured to occur 1.50 hours earlier than
predicted. We use an analytic transit timing variation (TTV) model to show the observed
TTV can be explained by interactions between HIP 41378 e and HIP 41378 f. Using our TTV
model, we predict the epochs of future transits of HIP 41378 f, with derived transit centres of
𝑇𝐶,4 = 2459355.087+0.031−0.022 (May 2021) and 𝑇𝐶,5 = 2459897.078
+0.114
−0.060 (Nov 2022).
Key words: techniques: photometric – planets and satellites: gaseous planets – planets
and satellites: detection – planets and satellites: individual: HIP 41378 f – stars: individual:
HIP 41378
1 INTRODUCTION
The bright (V=8.93) F-type star HIP 41378 is known to host five
transiting planets (Vanderburg et al. 2016), based on photometric
data taken during campaign C5 of the K2 mission (Howell et al.
2014). The outer most planet known in the system, HIP 41378 f
only transited once during these observations. A second transit of
HIP 41378 fwas observed duringK2 campaignC18 and showed it to
have a maximum possible orbital period of 1084.159 days (Becker
et al. 2019). Extensive spectroscopic monitoring with HARPS by
Santerne et al. (2019) revealed the true period of HIP 41378 f to be
542.08 days - half the possible maximum.
With a mass of M𝑝=12 ± 3M⊕ and a radius of
R𝑝=9.2 ± 0.1R⊕ , the low density of HIP 41378 f, combined with
its cool temperature, makes it a particularly interesting target for at-
mospheric characterization. Using the system parameters from San-
terne et al. (2019) we calculate a Transmission SpectroscopyMetric
(TSM) for HIP 41378 f of 343 (Kempton et al. 2018), which shows
HIP 41378 f to be very well suited to transmission spectroscopy
follow-up. For these observations, a precise orbital ephemeris is
needed. Despite the high quality K2 data, with only two recorded
transits there was previously no information regarding any transit
timing variations (TTVs) of HIP 41378 f. In a multi-planet system,
a planet with a long orbital period such as HIP 41378 f may expe-
rience large transit timing variations (TTVs) (eg. Agol et al. 2005;
Kawahara & Masuda 2019). Since HIP 41378 f resides in near 2:1
and 3:2 mean motion resonances with planet e and d respectively,
we may expect TTVs on the order of hours to days.
Ground-based photometric observations of the HIP 41378 sys-
tem are needed to measure any TTVs to place additional constraints
on themasses and orbital periods of planets in theHIP 41378 system.
Monitoring the TTVs also has the potential to reveal other exoplan-
ets in the system, and additionally will help predict future transit
events for atmospheric characterisation. However, for a star with a
magnitude of V=8.93 the field-of-view of most ground-based pho-
tometric facilities will often not include enough comparison stars
of a similar brightness (Collins et al. 2018). In fact, for HIP 41378,
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the nearest star with a GAIA G magnitude difference of less than
0.5mag is 17 arcmin away (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018).
2 PHOTOMETRIC OBSERVATIONS
2.1 NGTS
The Next Generation Transit Survey (NGTS; Wheatley et al. 2018)
is a photometric facility situated at ESO’s Paranal Observatory
in Chile. It consists of twelve fully-robotic telescopes with 20 cm
diameter apertures and wide fields-of-view of 8 square degrees.
The dominant photometric noise sources in NGTS bright star light
curves have been shown to be Gaussian and uncorrelated between
the individual telescopes (Bryant et al. 2020). Combined with the
wide field-of-view, this allows NGTS to use simultaneous observa-
tions with multiple telescopes to achieve high precision light curves
of bright stars (Smith et al. 2020; Bryant et al. 2020).
HIP 41378 was observed with NGTS on the nights UT 2019
Nov 19, 24 and 25. On all nights, HIP 41378 was monitored using
eleven NGTS telescopes, each using the custom NGTS filter (520-
890 nm) and an exposure time of 10 seconds. Across all nights, a
total of 23841 images were taken. The target was above an altitude
of 30◦ for all the observations, and the observing conditions were
good.
The NGTS data were reduced using a custom aperture pho-
tometry pipeline, which utilises the SEP Python library (Bertin &
Arnouts 1996; Barbary 2016). The pipeline uses the GAIA DR2
catalogue (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016, 2018) to automatically
identify comparison stars that are similar in magnitude, colour and
CCD position to HIP 41378 (for more details see Bryant et al. 2020).
Comparison stars which a shown to display variability or high levels
of photometric scatter are excluded from the reduction. The NGTS
photometry is plotted in Figure 1.
2.2 SPECULOOS
HIP 41378 was observed by SPECULOOS (Search for habitable
Planets EClipsing ULtra-cOOl Stars; Burdanov et al. 2018; Gillon
2018;Delrez et al. 2018; Sebastian et al. 2021). It was observed from
the SPECULOOS Southern Observatory (SSO) at Paranal, Chile on
UT 2019 Nov 24 and from the SPECULOOSNorthern Observatory
© 2021 The Authors
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Figure 1. Ground-based relative time-series photometry of HIP 41378. All
the photometric data included in the analysis are shown in the top panel.
The individual datasets are presented in the following panels: NGTS (blue;
second panel) showing a zoom in on the transit of HIP 41378 f, ASIAGO
(green; third panel), SNO (red; fourth panel) and SSO (magenta; fifth panel).
All data are binned to 10minutes. The predicted transit model of HIP 41378 f
from the K2 and HARPS data is given by the dashed black line, and the
model from our sampling process is given by the solid black line. The
residuals to the TTV model from our fitting are presented in the sixth panel
and the residuals to the predicted linear period model from the two prior
transits are presented in the bottom panel. We note that the colours used to
denote the individual datasets are consistent across each panel. Note that
we plot the detrended NGTS data and the relative flux offsets between the
photometry obtained at different facilities were fit as free parameters during
the modelling set out in Section 3.
(SNO) at the Teide Observatory on Tenerife, Spain on UT 2019 Nov
25. The SSO observations consists of 342 images obtained using the
𝑟 ′ filter, an exposure time of 12 seconds, and a defocus of 300 steps
to avoid saturation. SNO obtained 254 images using also the 𝑟 ′ filter,
with an exposure time of 12 seconds and a defocus of 300 steps. For
each night of observation, the automatic SSOPipeline (Murray et al.
2020) was used to reduce images and extract precise photometry.
The SSO Pipeline is built upon the casutools software (Irwin et al.
2004) and performs automated differential photometry to mitigate
ground-based systematics, including a correction for time-varying
telluric water vapour. The SNO and SSO data are plotted in Figure 1.
2.3 Asiago Telescope
HIP 41378 was observed on the night UT 2019 Nov 25 using the
67/92-cm Schmidt telescope based at the Asiago Observatory in
northern Italy, operated by the Italian National Institute of Astro-
physics (INAF). A total of 301 images were obtained through the
Sloan 𝑟 filter under a good sky quality, using a constant exposure
time of 30 seconds and defocusing the camera to minimize pixel-
to-pixel systematic errors. The light curve was extracted by using
a custom version of the STARSKY code, a pipeline to perform
high-precision differential photometry originally developed for the
TASTE project (Nascimbeni et al. 2011). The unbinned RMS is 2.0
mmag, the scatter being much larger at the beginning of the series
due to the much higher airmass (1.97 for the first frame). All the
time stamps were converted to the BJD-TDB system (Eastman et al.
2010). The Asiago data, binned over a 10-min time scale (rms: 825
ppm) are plotted in Figure 1 (green points). The Asiago data are
plotted in Figure 1.
2.4 Photometric Transit Detection
The NGTS data shows a clear flux decrease which is consistent to
the predicted transit depth and near to the predicted transit time.
This flux decrease is clearly seen in the top two panels of Figure 1.
We note that the NGTS photometry is of sufficient precision that
an ingress occurring at the time predicted from the K2 and HARPS
data would be robustly detected. The SSO and Asiago data are
consistent with the change in transit time seen by NGTS, ruling out
an on-time ingress and egress respectively. The SNO data rule out
a late transit. With photometric coverage on three separate nights
surrounding the transit event, we are confident that the flux offset
seen in the NGTS data is a real signal. However the relative flux
offsets between the data from the different facilities, including the
offset of the SSO data, were fit independently as free parameters
during themodelling detailed in Section 3. The combination of these
four datasets gives us confidence that the transit occurred earlier than
the prediction from the linear orbital ephemeris derived from the
K2 and HARPS data (Santerne et al. 2019). This is the third transit
of this planet to be detected and the first from the ground, with the
other two being detected from data obtained by the K2mission. The
detection of this transit confirms the 542.08 day period predicted
for this planet from K2 and HARPS data (Santerne et al. 2019).
2.5 Additional Ground Based Photometry
Additional photometry for HIP 41378 was also obtained with vari-
ous other ground-based facilities: PEST, LCO (CTIO), PROMPT-8
(CTIO),MUSCAT2 at TeideObservatory, LickObservatory, Hazel-
wood Observatory, and Phillip’s Academy Observatory. Unfortu-
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nately, due to poor observing conditions or a lack of suitable com-
parison stars, none of the data from these facilities had a photometric
precision better than a threshold of 2 ppt-per-10mins. As such we
do not include these datasets in our analysis.
3 ANALYSIS
We jointly modelled the photometry from NGTS, ASIAGO, SSO
and SNO in order to determine the time of transit centre for the
November 2019 transit, 𝑇𝐶,3. Note we use the notation 𝑇𝐶,𝑁 to
refer to the time of transit centre for transit epoch 𝑁 . The first transit
of HIP 41378 f in K2 C5 is taken to occur at 𝑇𝐶,0. We generated a
transit light curve template based on the parameters from Vander-
burg et al. (2016), and using the period derived by Santerne et al.
(2019). We performed an MCMC sampling process to model the
ground-based photometric data. The free parameters used in the
modelling were 𝑇𝐶,3, the limb darkening coefficients, the detrend-
ing coefficients for the NGTS data, and relative flux offset factors for
the other datasets. Note that each NGTS single-telescope lightcurve
was detrended against airmass independently from the other tele-
scopes, and a single linear trend with time is applied to the entire
NGTS multi-telescope light curve. We used a quadratic limb dark-
ening profile, constraining the coefficients based on theoretically
derived limb-darkening coefficients for the NGTS filter. The r’ filter
used for the SSO observations has a large amount of overlap with the
wavelength range of the NGTS filter, and so the limb-darkening co-
efficients derived for the NGTS filter provide a good approximation
for the SSO data. The precision of the SSO data also means that in-
cluding an additional set of limb-darkening coefficients for the SSO
data does not have an effect on the derived value of 𝑇𝐶,3. Therefore,
we use the theoretical values of 0.315 ± 0.004 and 0.289 ± 0.001,
which were computed from the Claret & Bloemen (2011) tables, as
Gaussian priors for the model for all datasets.
The sampling was performed using the Ensemble Sampler
from emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013). We ran 70 chains for
10000 steps, following a burn-in phase of 2500 steps. The num-
ber of effective samples for each parameter ranged from 600000
to 800000, with the number of effective samples for 𝑇𝐶,3 was
698539.39784769. From this analysis, we obtained a transit time
of 𝑇𝐶,3 = 2458813.0913 ± 0.0046, which is 1.50 ± 0.11 hours ear-
lier than predicted. The best fit model from this analysis is shown
in Fig. 1 and the derived transit time variation is shown in Fig. 2.
4 TTV ANALYSIS
Due to its anomalously low density, HIP 41378 f is an attractive
target for atmospheric characterisation studies. As such, knowing
the precise ephemerides for future transits is of high importance.
Therefore, we use analytical TTV formulae from Lithwick et al.
(2012) to predict the times of the upcoming transits of HIP 41378 f,
in particular the next two transits in May 2021 and Nov 2022.
Of the planets already known in the system, the TTV signal of
HIP 41378 f will be most affected by HIP 41378 d and HIP 41378 e.
These two planets havemasses of𝑀𝑑 < 4.6M⊕ and𝑀𝑒 = 12±5M⊕
(Santerne et al. 2019), and reside near to 2:1 and 3:2 mean motion
resonances with HIP 41378 f, respectively. The amplitude of the
TTVs of HIP 41378 f as a result of its interactions with HIP 41378 d
and HIP 41378 e will depend strongly on 𝑀𝑑 and 𝑀𝑒 respectively.
The interactions with HIP 41378 e are likely to dominate the TTV
signal of HIP 41378 f since 𝑀𝑒 > 𝑀𝑑 (Santerne et al. 2019) and


















Figure 2. Transit times for HIP 41378 f. The black points give the𝑇𝐶 values
for the two transits of HIP 41378 f observed by K2. The black star gives
the new 𝑇𝐶,3 determined in this work. The 1𝜎 errorbars on these values
are plotted but are two small to be visible. The red points and errorbars
give the predicted transit times for 𝑇𝐶,4 (May 2021) and 𝑇𝐶,5 (Nov 2022)
and their respective 1𝜎 uncertainties. The solid red line gives the median
TTV signal from the TTV analysis (see Section 4), and the red shaded area
gives the 1𝜎 uncertainty on this signal. The TTV values are relative to the
linear ephemeris based on the period from Santerne et al. (2019) of 𝑇0 =
2457186.91451 and 𝑃 𝑓 = 542.07975 days, and this linear ephemeris is
shown by the blue dashed line.
thus we consider solely the TTVs due to interactions between
HIP 41378 f & e for the rest of this analysis. We note that neither
HIP 41378 d nor HIP 41378 e were robustly detected by Santerne
et al. (2019) in HARPS radial velocity measurements, and so they
are only able to place loose constraints on the masses and periods
of these planets. The constraints on the period of HIP 41378 e are
derived from a combination of transit analyses and asteroseismic
stellar constraints (Santerne et al. 2019; Lund et al. 2019). Future
monitoring of the TTVs of HIP 41378 f will allow us to place tighter
independent constraints on the masses and periods of HIP 41378 d
and HIP 41378 e.
We use the Lithwick et al. (2012) analytic formulae for TTV
signals for planets in a near mean motion resonance to obtain the
following equations for the amplitude,𝑉 , and super-period, 𝑃ttv, for
the TTV signal of HIP 41378 f as a result of its interactions with
HIP 41378 e. These are













where 𝑃 𝑓 is themean linear orbital period ofHIP 41378 f,𝑀pl,e and
𝑀∗ are the masses of HIP 41378 e and HIP 41378, 𝑒𝑒 and 𝑒 𝑓 are the
orbital eccentricities of HIP 41378 e and HIP 41378 f respectively,
and 𝐹 and 𝐺 are coefficients given in Table 3 of Lithwick et al.







where 𝑃𝑒 = 369 ± 10 days is the mean linear orbital period of
HIP 41378 e, . Using the planetary parameters given in Tab.1 of
Santerne et al. (2019), we calculate values of 𝑉 = 1.3667 days,
MNRAS 000, 1–6 (2021)
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𝑇𝐶,4 𝑇𝐶,5
(BJD TDB - 2450000) (BJD TDB - 2450000)
Median 9355.087 9897.078
68% 9355.064 - 9355.118 9897.018 - 9897.192
95% 9355.032 - 9355.156 9896.910 - 9897.293
99% 9355.020 - 9355.205 9896.884 - 9897.455
Table 1. Confidence intervals for the predictions of 𝑇𝐶,4 and 𝑇𝐶,5.
and 𝑃ttv = 8757.577 days. We note that the expected TTV signal
fromHIP 41378 e alone is enough to account for the TTVs observed
in Section 2. Additional planets in the system are not required to
explain the observations (nor do the observations rule them out).
With just three transit times, we cannot use TTV modelling
to place any constraints on the masses and orbital eccentricities of
the planets in the HIP 41378 system. Neither can we robustly refine
the period of HIP 41378 e. However, we can combine the analytical
TTV signals derived in Lithwick et al. (2012) with our knowledge
of HIP 41378 f and e to predict the times of the next transits of
HIP 41378 f. We do this using an MCMC sampling method, again
using emcee Ensemble Sampler. The TTV model we use for this
sampling is of the form






where 𝑇𝐶,𝑁 is the time of transit centre of the 𝑁 th transit, 𝑇0 is a
reference epoch and 𝑁 is the the transit epoch, such that 𝑇0 + 𝑃 𝑓 𝑁
is the mean linear ephemeris of HIP 41378 f, and 𝜙 is the phase shift
of the TTV signal. The free parameters in this sampling are 𝑇0, 𝑃 𝑓 ,
𝜙, 𝑀pl,e, 𝑃𝑒, 𝑒𝑒 and 𝑒 𝑓 . For the following parameters: 𝑀pl,e, 𝑃𝑒,
𝑒𝑒 and 𝑒 𝑓 we impose Gaussian priors using the posterior values
from Santerne et al. (2019). In this way, we explore the parameter
space of TTV signals which can explain the transit times we observe
for HIP 41378 f and are also physically plausible. For the sampling,
we run 40 walkers each for 200000 steps as a burn-in, and then a
following 50000 steps to explore the parameter space. The resultant
predicted TTV signal from this sampling is given in Fig. 2. The
median values of the resultant probability distributions for 𝑇𝐶,4 and
𝑇𝐶,5, as well as the 68%, 95%, and 99% confidence intervals, are
provided in Table 1.
5 CONCLUSIONS
We detected a transit of HIP 41378 f on 2019 November 24 and 25,
the first ever ground-based transit detection for this planet, primarily
with data obtained using NGTS. As this is just the third ever transit
of HIP 41378 f detected, we confirm the 542.08 day orbital period of
this planet. This long orbital period makes HIP 41378 f the longest
period planet to have a transit detected from the ground. The long
transit duration (19 hours) makes detecting transits of HIP 41378 f
challenging and makes photometric efforts with increased longi-
tudinal coverage useful for recovering such transits. On the other
hand, the fact that many of the observations taken for this particular
effort were not able to be used to constrain the transit parameters
highlights the value of photometric facilities like NGTS, when it
comes to obtaining high precision photometry of bright stars like
HIP 41378.
We found the transit to arrive 1.50 hours earlier than predicted
from a linear extrapolation of the K2 transits (Vanderburg et al.
2016; Becker et al. 2019) and extensive spectroscopic monitoring
(Santerne et al. 2019). Using analytic formulae for TTV signals from
Lithwick et al. (2012), we have shown that the TTV observed for
HIP 41378 f can be explained solely through the interaction between
HIP 41378 e and HIP 41378 f. Therefore, the presence of additional
planets in the HIP 41378 system is not required to explain our ob-
servations. However our observations do not rule out the presence
of additional planets. We predict that the next transit of HIP 41378 f
will be centred on BJD 2459355.087 with a 99% confidence in-
terval of 4.4 hours (2021 May 20), and the following transit will
occur around BJD 2459897.078 with a 99% confidence interval of
13.7 hours (2022 Nov 13).
Both 𝑃ttv and 𝑉 depend strongly on the ratio of 𝑃 𝑓 /𝑃𝑒. As
𝑃 𝑓 is well constrained by the available transits of HIP 41378 f,
this results in the amplitude and period of the predicted TTV sig-
nal depending strongly on the orbital period of HIP 41378 e. The
current large uncertainty on 𝑃𝑒 combined with the shallow tran-
sit depth of just 1.5mmag mean that detecting another transit of
HIP 41378 e, especially with ground-based facilities, will be tough.
However, doing so would greatly refine the predictions of the TTV
signal of HIP 41378 f. Additionally, detecting the upcoming tran-
sits of HIP 41378 f will allow us to greatly refine the ephemeris
of HIP 41378 e, due to the constraints that the improved mea-
surements of 𝑉 and 𝑃ttv will place on 𝑃𝑒. The next transit of
HIP 41378 e is predicted to have a centre time of𝑇𝐶 = 2459356±60
(UT 2021 May 21). HIP 41378 d is in near 4:3 mean-motion res-
onance with HIP 41378 e, and so based on our TTV models we
expect HIP 41378 d to also experience large TTVs. Therefore, de-
tecting transits of HIP 41378 d will further allow us to refine our
TTV models and make better predictions for upcoming transits of
HIP 41378 e. Using the sampling method from Section 4, we pre-
dict the next transit of HIP 41378 d to have a transit mid-point of
𝑇𝐶 = 2459393.13 ± 0.59 (2021 June 27).
With 6 planets in the HIP 41378 system, many of which reside
near to mean-motion resonances, there are likely to be lots of in-
teractions between the planets. With only a small number of transit
detections for each of the outer three planets, a full dynamical anal-
ysis of the system is beyond the scope of this work. However, this
robust transit detection of HIP 41378 f by NGTS and the discovery
of significant TTVs in the system demonstrates that with future pho-
tometric monitoring we will be able to characterise the amplitude
and super-period of the TTV signal of HIP 41378 f. This monitor-
ing will enable us to place independent constraints on the masses,
orbital periods, and eccentricities of the planets in this remarkable
system.
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